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Ion Tam̆âian (IT), is one of the two associated

owners of the "Ion Art Glass" firm, founded in

February 1992. Along with creating beautiful,

bold pieces in glass, he also teaches his skills to

others who hold a passion for glass.

Pedro Dias Vieira (PDV): grew up near the

glassmaking region of Marinha Grande and

has dedicated himself to working with glass for

some years, considering it one of the noblest if

not the noblest materials to work with and

discover. After having worked with Canividro,

one of the companies within Vitrocristal’s

HO SPEAKS
OUT?

Peter Kovacsy (PK) lives

and works in Australia,

sculpting in glass. 

Isabel Lucio (IL), works with the Vitrocristal

marinha grande mglass group in Portugal and

seeks solutions that take into account the

spiritual as well as material aspects of life.

Glass has always fascinated her for it’s

fragility, brilliance and capacity to be

transparent or bright-coloured.

Mats Jonasson (MJ) of Mats Jonasson

Maleras, works mainly in solid full lead

crystal, (i.e. sculptural objects with

motifs from flora and fauna). His

involvement in glass was not as much a

choice as a "natural must" because he

grew up in a glassmaking family, in a

glassmaking little town in the Swedish

"Kingdom of Crystal".

W

The world of glassmaking is one where
traditional techniques and
craftsmanship are still going strong.
Some of those masters of glass creation spoke to Glass Style about
working with this mysterious material. They talk with enthusiasm about
where they draw their inspiration from and about the challenge of
harmonising such a strong, delicate, transparent material with form and
shape. Glassmasters and designers develop imagination into form, yet
although their material has a timeless value, they need to be flexible,
following the ever-changing trends of the world’s aesthetic preferences.

DESIGNERS
speak about

shapes
You I by Mats Jonasson

Fashion by Pedro Dias Vieira
for Canividro



Colour has become very important, but may be

on the way out. Simple has been the order of

the day for the past few years, but there is a

growing demand for heavily cut product in

crystal. And, in our traditional markets, price

is almost everything.

WHAT RELATIONSHIP AND DIFFICULTIES EXIST

BETWEEN THE FORM AND GLASS AS A MATERIAL?

PK: Industry has proven just how innovative

forms in glass can be, taking the material to

new boundaries technically.  When a designer

develops a concept for a new object / product

varying degrees of applied knowledge or

technical development are required to get to an

end result. Glass as a finished form can only be

achieved by a complete understanding of the

material.  Be it a humble blown form created

by an artisan using the most basic material and

knowledge or the viewing port on a space

shuttle, the connection between form and

material are eternally at play.

IT: The glass, through its distinctive

characteristics, helps the form. Nevertheless, in

most cases, the form is adaptable to the glass.

From my point of view, glass better suits

organic shapes, rather than serial objects. For

me personally, it represents the perfect tool in

rendering artistic ideas since I can express

myself by means of spontaneous as well as

distinct actions.

MJ: Glass as a material is a hot, fluid (syrup-

like) lump on the tip of the craftsman's pipe,

that cools down and gets stiff pretty fast. A

lot has to be achieved within a minimum

of time. The craftsman (=medium)

must understand the designer's

intentions, but the designer must

also understand what can technically

be done by the medium (=

craftsman). This is unique for

advanced glassmaking.

PDV: Of course, the "blown in

rotation" techniques are the ones that

are more worked because their execution

is quickest and their production is less

expensive. When one thinks of other forms

but not this pattern, it is more

difficult to create something

new as it is necessary to

invest more. However,

many good results have

been achieved with the "blown in rotation"

technique together with other techiques,

colours and other approaches to the way one

works the material. For that, there are three

factors that are essential: the knowledge one

acquires from work, direct contact with the

glassworker to guarentee the result will be

achieved and a lot of dedication.

LG: Glass behaves the way it wants, and the

designer has to understand this if he is to create

an object that is producible at a decent price in

order to be sellable. The good designer works

very closely with the engineers, both for the

machinery and the moulds. Virtually anything

can be made by hand. Automatic or semi-

automatic production is a very different matter.

WHICH MANAGES TO BRING OUT THE FORM

AND SHAPE MOST, TRANSPARENT GLASS OR

COLOURED GLASS?

PK: Form and shape should hold an

independent value and must be devoid of the

material to be truly successful. When I work

on a new sculpture. I make a wood or clay

original. If this does not look how it should no

amount of trickery with colour or transparency

will make the work right. I choose to use glass

that is transparent as I need to capture light

within the form.

IT: In order to emphasize the form and to

bring its value to the fore, the artist makes use

marinha grande mglass group, he is now the

creative director of the One to Four design and

consulting company.

The Lausitzer Glashütte (LG) Team, with

their great experience in glass and crystal,

answered questions below as a group.

WHAT ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT

CHANGES IN THE FORMS OF GLASS OBJECTS

IN THE LAST 5 YEARS?

PK: Glass has now moved from a material

primarily unitised for the production of

functional and utilitarian objects to find a new

creative future in this millennium. While

manufacturing processes have gathered

momentum to deliver well designed consumer

objects for home, office and industrial uses the

really exciting change is that glass no longer

must have a form attached to a functional

value. " Art can be glass and glass can be art "

and ordinary people are being moved by it.

IL: I think the most significant change was the

blurring between the fields of design and

decorative arts. Designers working in mass-

production markets are applying their aesthetic

sensibilities to glass, while glass artists are

reaching into the world of design with their

traditional skills in a process of mutual benefit.

IT: The most significant change in the form of

glass objects during the last 5 years consists of

the return to figurative shapes.

PDV: Since designers have introduced new

concepts to the glass industry and new

approaches to the way of working with glass, it

is possible to work on new ideas with the glass

workers in order to encourage them to work

on product philosophies. Accordingly, as far as

form is concerned, the new results are directly

linked to the many concepts which have been

developed. Briefly, there was a greater concern

for the minimization of the excess of lines,

which were too many, for the purity of forms

and for the geometric rigour which answers to

the function of the object.

LG: One of the problems in glass is that not

much has really changed. We still generally

produce vases, bowls, vases and bowls. As an

industry, we have failed to attract the next

generation, the one that believes that crystal is

good only for grandmothers. 
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Lucart by
Ion Tam̆âian



Athena by 
Mats Jonasson

of all techniques at his disposal. There are

situations when clear glass objects gracefully

define the artistic concept by reflecting the

light trough a changeable thickness and by

giving the viewer the chance to look deeply

inside of it. The gates of imagination are thus

opened. On the other hand, the relation

established between the clear and coloured

glass is superb.

MJ: This is a question of taste and fashion.

However, an element of colour on transparent

glass may well accentuate the shape/form.

PDV: In my opinion, coloured glass is at the

moment the favourite as regards project and

conceptual development. Besides, coloured

glass sells better and we can`t forget that not

only do we have to create what we believe in

but we also have to answer the market needs

and the market is asking for colour!

LG: Transparent glass is a light show, when it

is well-designed. A shape in coloured glass is

simpler to perceive.

IS IT EASIER TO PRODUCE LARGE OR SMALL

OBJECTS IN GLASS?

PK: Once one has resolved all the material and

technical requirements the scale of the work is

usually not what creates the problems. My

works can reach 250 kg so needless to say

some serious issues need to be resolved. I

don't find it difficult to work on the scale I do

as I have set up the studio specifically for this

type of work. I'm sure that smaller works

would be easier to make as the equipment and

time required is considerably less.

IL: The philosophy and values, which inspire

every project, are the same regardless of size.

No detail is too small in importance. The same

amount of care and attention is dispensed with

the design of a large or small object because

they will be elements of the environment

that we physically touch every day.

IT: It is always easier to impress

through big objects, to catch the

viewer's eye without focusing on

details. However, the attempt to

produce small objects, which seem

impressive thanks to their rich

decoration, appears to be more

challenging. If one analyses this relation

strictly from a manufacturing perspective, it is

only natural to say that the artist works harder

when producing a big object. But a small

object offers one the possibility to delicately

embody the artistic idea.

MJ: Generally speaking it is easier to make large

(within reason) objects, where you have plenty

of room for complicated details and beauty. It

takes more smartness to make an advanced

miniature, and the problem is that the consumer

often finds the advanced miniature expensive

compared with a larger piece.

PDV: As regards execution, it is obviously

easier to produce small pieces. As regards

design, it is the same thing for me, but I have

to be attentive to who is going to make the

product. Obviously, it is also easier to find

flaws in a larger piece than in a smaller one.

LG: Each presents its own set of difficulties

and constraints. Small pieces demand a degree

of precision that large pieces do not, and large

pieces demand far greater time in moulds and

in cooling.

ARE THE FINAL CHOICES DICTATED BY THE

GEOMETRY OR BY WHAT THIS GEOMETRY

SIGNIFIES?

PK: Some of my abstract figurative works do

require an understanding of the geometry of

the original form that the concept for the work

evolved from. The way light will be refracted

from one plane to another must be understood

and particular works may be influenced more

by geometry for this reason. My works that

have a cubist, minimalist style will naturally be

more geometrical in form by nature.

IL: The final product results both from

significations and geometry proportions but it

also must respond to technologic realities,

distribution and retailing. All these elements

are equally important in the different stages of

the design process.

IT: The geometry of shapes does not

particularly represent me as an artist. Very

often, I start with symmetrical, circular shapes

that change when being moulded into organic

shapes. I also try to create situations when I

"force" the material to stick to asymmetrical

patterns. Quite interesting is the fact that in

the very moment of creation, the material-glass

goes through several well-balanced changes

that determine the artist to stop. It follows that

the product is to be completed during an

intermediary manufacturing phase.

MJ: The final choices are dictated by the

necessity of bringing out a well-balanced

variety of sizes on the market.

PDV: It depends. Geometry and what

geometry means changes from project to

project. I always try to stand for a concept and

for a basic idea which would work as a point

of departure and a "point of arrival" at the

same time. For me, design only makes sense

this way.

LG: The final choice is determined these days

more by what we can make that is most

difficult to copy, than anything else. Otherwise,

the choice is really based on pushing the limits

in technique and technology as far as we can in

steps that don’t frighten the engineers or

management.

50’s by 
Paula Marques 

for Marividros



WHAT RELATIONSHIP EXISTS BETWEEN GLASS

AND NON-FORM I.E. ABSTRACTION?

IT: According to my artistic credo, glass is of

divine origin, helping people discover the

intangible inside concrete material.

Consequently, the artist bestows upon his

works an abstract character.

MJ: There is such a relation when it comes to

decorated/painted crystal, as well as sculptural

art pieces.

LG: Glass is a transparent liquid. Whether you

chose to make a shape that plays with light; i.e

with hard edges, or a soft amorphous one, is

anyone’s choice. We personally like a

combination of the two, and particularly trying

to get the glass to do things it does not

naturally want to.

IS MINIMAL STILL THE THING OF TODAY?

PK: Minimal is something that will be forever

welcome as our world becomes busier and

busier. Be it in nature or by design, minimal

can create a powerful space for reflection and

spiritual development when it is devoid of ego.

IL: Perhaps minimal isn’t “the thing of today”

but there is still a place for it. It appears in a

new way, in objects whose charm lies in an

essential, harmonious sign, and they result of

excellent production applied to new and

traditional materials.

IT: Minimal has nothing to do with the artistic

creation. Still, I cannot sustain that a simple

object is less valuable than a complex one.

MJ: We refrain from stating what "the thing of

today" is!

PDV: Minimal means a lot to me, but it

depends on what we are talking about. When

we talk about a product, we talk about a

market, but I always care about what I feel,

about what satisfies me. The minimal doesn`t

conduct the product trends, they are set by

organic, by the way glass is worked and

sometimes by what is excessive.

LG: Less-is-more is still very much with us,

though there are signs that decorated product

may be making a comeback. In any case, in

crystal I think there is a market for highly

decorated products as long as the decoration is

an integral part of the shape. Not just another

cut, please.

IS AN OBJECT THOUGHT OF ON THE BASIS OF

FUNCTION OR DESIGN?

PK: A great object should claim the place

around it with quiet and calm and leave

the human mind with little to think

about. I believe the human mind

has the greatest capacity to

deceive. Those who must

think critically about

function and design often

never can create a great

object! Just one that works!

IL: Both. Any object has a potential that goes

beyond functionality. Objects have a rich

history and are saturated with references, so if

you refer to them in a new context, then you

might be able to communicate.

IT: When conceiving an object, the artist does

not primarily think of its function, but of its

design that will be later on adjusted to the

needs. However, the vice-versa is also valid; a

utilitarian piece must always have an artistic

significance.

MJ: Hopefully both. There is no

reason why a functional

thing should be ugly,

while part of a good

design is function

provided it is a

piece to be "used".

But never forget it

is not only a

question of function or

design, but also of good

craftsmanship. Craftsmanship

is something that people can easily see for

themselves. Regardless if the subject is

functional or not, however, it must always be

meaningful!

PDV: This question leads to the definition of

design which is mentioned many times yet one

doesn`t know what it means. I define design as

a projectural methodology which aims to get to

something with sense. What makes sense to

me may not make sense to somebody else but

methodoloy has to make sense to every

designer. Methodology means ideas, concepts,

what is brief, acquaintance of the market,

requests of what is essential, acquaintance of

the material that is being used. It also means to

answer something and leads us to question

ourselves as well as others, to search deeper.

And all this means multi-

discipline work, more work,

it means to design

according to the 

area design/project. Then one has to follow the

production and the execution. Then comes the

prototype and eventually one has to follow its

evolution in the market. It`s not about getting

the product and then letting the others deal

with it. I’m attracted to the inversion of

methodology, to experiments, to unexpected

results and to the work it involves.

LG: A design that is not functional is a lousy

product, and a functional object can be badly

designed or simply be ugly. The whole trick is

in trying to get both to work together, and then

to convince the customer that design is a must.

It is evident that master glassworkers are very

aware of the extraordinary qualities of the

material they have chosen to work with,

tackling the difficulties involved with sincere

dedication. For their efforts, they reap rich

rewards of satisfaction in the beauty and

uniqueness of the finished piece and in the

wonder this evokes in other people.
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DESIGNERS
speak about shapes

Windswept 
by Peter Kovacsy

Feeling Sand, part of the Dresden
Crystal collection by Lausitzer


